The influence of saturated fatty acid modulation of bilayer physical state on cellular and membrane structure and function.
Cultured chick fibroblasts supplemented with stearic acid in the absence of serum at 37 degrees C degenerate and die in contrast to cells grown at 41 degrees C which appear normal in comparison with controls. These degenerative effects at 37 degrees C are alleviated by addition to stearate-containing media of fatty acids known to fluidize bilayers. These observations suggest that cell degeneration at 37 degrees C may involve alterations in the physical state of the membrane. Fatty acid analysis of plasma membrane obtained from stearate-supplemented cells clearly demonstrates the enrichment of this fatty acid species into bilayer phospholipids. Moreover, the extent of enrichment is similar in cells grown at both 37 and 41 degrees C. Stearate enrichment at either temperature does not appear to alter significantly membrane cholesterol or polar lipid content. Fluorescence anisotropy measurements for perylene and diphenylhexatriene incorporated into stearate-enriched membranes reveals changes suggestive of decreased bilayer fluidity. Moreover, analysis of temperature dependence of probe anisotropy indicates that a similarity in bilayer fluidity exists between stearate-enriched membranes at 41 degrees C and control membranes at 37 degrees C. Calorimetric data from liposomes prepared from polar lipids isolated from these membranes show similar melting profiles, consistent with the above lipid and fluorescence analyses. Arrhenius plot of stearate-enriched membrane glucose transporter function reveals breaks which coincide with the main endotherm of the pure phospholipid phase transition, indicating the sensitivity of the transporter to this transition which is undetectable in these native bilayers. These data suggest the existence of regions of bilayer lipid microheterogeneity which affect integral enzyme function, cell homeostasis and viability.